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are concerned would have been as ephemeral as that of Alexander the Great or Napoleon. Jayavarman and Augustus, who were cer- tainly not lacking in the qualities of statesmanship, had a very different fate in store for their achievements: these men were, whether consciously or not, the media through which great and lasting cultural movements would change the course of history. We may do well to dear the way to an understanding of this by giving a moment's attention to a famous great man in the popular sense who failed, and could only have failed, to rescue Rome from the republican chaos and give her a lasting constitution. I refer to Julius Caesar. Historians have disagreed on his character and aims. Well indeed might one be misled by his military zeal, his civil war with Pompey, his degradation of the power of the Senate to its lowest ebb, and by the contemporary opinion of Cato and his other personal enemies who saw him only as a tyrant. But time was to show that, after his murder, power was to fall into the hands of far less scrupulous men; it was then quickly recognized that as dictator Caesar had, as Sulla had not, identified his power and that of his soldiers with the good of the State. He seemed at last to have brought sound government to the Mediterranean, and in the few years of peaceful rule that preceded his death in 44 B.C., he introduced practical and efficient reforms in the administration. But in everything that he did, as he thought for the best, he showed scant respect for tradition or what was acceptable to the people. He depended instead on his own intelligent judgment, backed by the necessary force. Thus he established no system that could place the government on a sure basis, independent of the whims of particular rulers. He is not known to have made any plans for the government to be carried on after his death; and it is not clear what useful ones he could have made. But death at the assassin's hand, and the renewed chaos that quickly followed it, made men suddenly aware of what had been lost, and filled them with horror at the prospect of renewed civil war. A modem authority has well summed up his achievement, such as it was: "There came the clash between his genius and the Roman steady tradition, and in the clash he was broken, with plans unachieved and plans unmade. The Roman world became ready to welcome the Empire that was peace. Caesar had done much for the State in his reforms, but he did Rome no greater service than by his death."' My interpretation would carry this last remark a little deeper: Augustus, who was the adopted son of Caesar, in deifying the latter, created a surprising new pivot for the Roman "steady tradition" that had been too long submerged and ignored by those in power, but was now about to reassert itself. I propose to deal first with the founding of the Khmer Empire - Kambuj a as it was thenceforward to be known. This is in accordance with my intention to give primacy to whichever of our two civilizations appears to me to offer the more perfect form of any particular development. Now the founder of Kambuja did not have any more heroic origin than to be the prince chosen from among the royal family by the Khmer ministers on the orders of the Sailendra, after the execution of Mahipativarman It is believed that that execution brought the direct line to an end, and that jayavarman II's claim was through a collateral. It seems that he was sent to Java to render homage. On his return, some time before A.D. 802, he found that some hard fighting would be needed to establish his control as a vassal ruler, even over the whole of Lower Chen-la The main centre of defiance was south-west of the Great Lake, and here the resistance was overcome by his devoted general, Prithivinarendra. It was not until 813 that this same general had brought under control the whole of Upper Chen-la, including the present central Laos, and the two Chenlas were united as Kambuja.
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These facts are known to us from inscriptions of later reigns, and from other sources, for it is characteristic of Jayavarman II that he never issued any of the vainglorious documents in which so many Khmer rulers boasted of their successes. Already before he had completed the re-union of the whole country, Jayavarman established in 8o2 his capital on Mount Mahendra, and cast off his allegiance to Java. Mount Mahendra (Phnom Kulen) is a little to the north-east of Angkor, so very nearly in the spot that would remain capital of the Empire for over six, hundred years. Later in his reign, feeling secure from attack, he moved down to a place (Hariharalaya) where no doubt it was easier to obtain rice and fish. This repudiation of allegiance was a bold step and one which demonstrated the Khmer resilience and will to survive. The Khmers could not then have known that serious internal trouble was in store for the Sailendras. A quarter of a century later the Maharaja was forced to give up Java and make his capital in the SumatraMalaya territories. Thenceforward an independent Java, once more under Hindu rulers, would never again be a factor in Khmer history. Sumatra-Malaya, where the Sailendra dynasty continued to rule in something like its old splendour, ceased to offer any threat from the south; probably they were considered to play a useful role in keeping down the piracy on the sea route through the Straits, for which a share in the trade was only their due. This assumption of independence in 8oz was felt to require supernatural support to make it effective. "Then a Brahman named Hiranyadama, skilled in magic science, came from Janapada, because His Majesty had invited him to make a ritual so that this country of Kambuja should be independent of Java and that there should be, in this country, one sole sovereign, who should be cakravartin." This passage, from a remarkable inscription carved two hundred years after the occasion, and which incidentally tells us almost all that we know directly about this Declaration of Independence, is the measure of the extent to which this act had lived in the memory of subsequent generations. They were beholden to it for the heritage of an Empire whose ruler had in fact by then become a cakravartin or "world emperor", in the conventional sense of the term. Now we must enquire what it was about this sytem set up by jayavarman, ostensibly as a result of a magical ceremony, which gave the Khmers a constitution which would endure: one which would withstand the danger, at his death ' or that of his successors, of selfish individuals tearing the country apart. We must again bear in mind that by this time influence from India was on the wane, so far as direct proselytizing zeal was concerned; and in any case Hinduism had now no message to offer that would stimulate the higher moral and social attitudes needed by the Khmers if they were to rouse themselves from the social and political morass into which they had fallen. This does not mean to say that the civilization of the Khmer court was not to remain decidedly Indianized: Karnbuja could never have fulfilled her destiny in South-east Asia had she sloughed off the Indian framework, even had this been possible. What jayavarman did, to what extent consciously we do not know, was to seek renewed national strength in the revival of the basic traditional values that had stood the Khmers in good stead during their early formative period. While keeping the superstructure of Saivite religion, he began to shape this from within, in accordance with deep-seated though latterly neglected concepts of reverence for the local deities. These were so bound up with the family, and that greater family which constituted the people of the State, that their proper honouring could not fail to bring about a social and moral rebirth that would be reflected in a new prosperity and in disciplined service. Looking beyond jayavarman as an individual, and through him as a medium of culture change, we can discern that it was the Khmer local genius (as defined by me in the http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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Introduction) beginning to make itself felt in such manner as to guide subsequent evolution, not merely in religion and art, but in the whole subsequent history of the Khmers. In other words he was the agent of a deeply felt upsurge among the Khmer people, no doubt shared by himself, of renewed faith in their old family and tribal values, though this must now act beneath the cloak of Indian forms. And being an expression of the general feeling, no forceful methods were called for on the part of the ruler. So we should not think of this consecration ceremony as a piece of empty symbolism. jayavarman's action was indeed supremely practical, in keeping with the local genius. It was a magico-religious ceremony; and magic being primitive science always has practical ends in view - be they for the benefit of individual, family, village or State. The Brahman Hiranyadama used four Saivite texts to make his ritual effective, and these texts have been identified as Tantric. They could scarcely have been otherwise at this late day. But now they were not to be used to obtain superhuman powers for jayavarman's selfish use: they were to enable him to feel at one with the State deity, who was also First Ancestor, and the king intended that he himself, and those who came after him, should dedicate themselves to the national deity's service. Brahman Hiranyadama may not have come from India as was formerly supposed, since janapada seems to have been in Kambuja; but if not an Indian he was certainly deeply versed in Indian lore. jayavarman wanted this practical knowledge, but intended to harness it to the attainment of truly Khmer ideals: he made sure of that by ordering the teacher to instruct the king's own chaplain Sivakaivalya in the new cult that was to ensure the independence of Kambuja, and also to establish an imperial constitution for all time. Sivakaivalya became the supreme pontiff, and the ministration to the Devaraja (Royal God), as this State deity was henceforth called, was made hereditary in the family of the royal chaplain. To explain this new cult in simple terms, adequately enough for us to appreciate its social function, is not easy. This is because some of the ideas involved are very old, and essentially primitive: Western thought has gone so far in the last two thousand years that such ideas are no longer familiar to us. Of course the worship of the linga emblem of Hindu Siva, was not new to Khmer kings, but now they were to worship it in a way that cannot be fully explained in Indian terms. Indian in outward appearance, moulded by deepseated Khmer concepts, the cult was in fact a new Khmer religion. Now the linga was placed on a stone-stepped pyramid, not a very large structure as yet, and this was held to represent the distant sacred mountain of Lingaparvata. This mountain was regarded as the dwelling, or rather the body, of Siva: not the remote Supreme Siva of the Universe, but of a specified Siva identified as the Khmer State. The union between First Ancestor and the Siva who was the State, symbolized a bond uniting the people (the larger family) of the country to its sacred earth. And each successive ruler, as successor to the Ancestor, personified the renewal of the contractual agreement. The compound entity formed by the unity of the Ancestor and the Siva, was the Devaraja an abstract concept, the divine essence of which was present in the legitimate ruler. The pyramid-shrine, or temple-mountain, might be regarded from the Indian point of view as Mount Kailasa, the home of Siva; hence it did nothing to offend against the Indianized façade of Khmer civilization. But there was no such representation of Kailasa in India: the peculiar meaning which the temple-mountain had for the Khmers would emerge ever more clearly in later Khmer history, even as it grew in dimensions and became the most characteristic feature of Khmer sacred architecture. Right indeed was Monsieur Henri Marchal, late conservator of Angkor, who spent a lifetime face to face with its monuments, http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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when he wrote: "The style of the classic [Khmer] monuments eliminates little by little the contributions from India, or interprets them in transforming them according to a different spirit."' How could it be otherwise, one may ask one-self, in civilization generally as in architecture, if the Khmer Empire was to flourish. One need only recall that by the eighth century Hindu India had degenerated into a congeries of innumerable petty kingdoms: their boundaries ever changing as a result of unending revolutions and dynastic wars, they were governed by tyrannical rajas who did just as they liked as long as they could retain the power to do it. The concept behind the temple-mountain was indeed deep-rooted in Khmer prehistory. It went back to the time when the primitive Khmers practised an age-old religion in which the main deity was an Earth god of tribal or village territory, united with the tribal Ancestor, and manifesting in a stone pyramid. The fertility of the soil, together with ancestor worship, had been the basis of this ancient cult. Though the imported Indian religion was couched mainly in terms of sky deities, yet Siva had an underlying chthonic aspect, and it was this that the Khmers increasingly developed in their royal religion. The local ancestor element also came to be more stressed, and this meant that the reigning king participated more by birth in the divine nature than was normally the case in India. The linga set up by jayavarman represented the king's "subtle personality", his royal essence blended with the divine essence of the abstract Royal God. After death, when he was united with the Royal God, he would manifest in the royal linga that he had set up in his lifetime, indeed in the whole pyramidshrine he had constructed. This was in some manner conceived not as his dwelling, but rather as his "substitute body". Besides this it would seem that he also d a fuller life in the afterworld beneath the Khmer mountain of Lingaparvata. The linga set up by each ruler received a title compounded of esvara (i.e. Isvara = Siva) prefixed by the first part of the royal name. So in the case of jayavarman it would have been Jayesvara, although it is not definitely known if such terminology was actually adopted by him. Sometimes, instead of a linga a king set up a Siva image to represent himself, or a statue of Visnu or of Buddha, depending on the guise in which he happened to conceive of the Devaraja In such cases the god-like statue might really be only an effigy representing the king, but it might sometimes be a true portrait statue. During the monarch's lifetime he communed with the Devaraja on behalf of his people through the medium of his linga or statue. It was customary for him to leave anxious requests to his successors to maintain the cult of this "substitute body". Only by their fulfilling their part of the contract would he, now merged in the Royal God, be able to transmit to them the power to maintain the fertility and general prosperity of the realm. As time went on the city of Angkor was adorned with ever more impressive pyramid-shrines, built by each ruler who lived long enough to complete the task. The series culminated in the Bayon with its fifty-two fourfaced towers from which radiated the protective power of the Royal God and his living representative to each of the fifty-two provinces of the Empire. There were also local means of reinforcing the political efficacy of the cult. A chip of the stone from which the royal linga had been cut might be used for making a small linga for local worship; or a statue of the ruler would be dedicated in each provincial capital. The Devaraja was believed to give practical aid in war, for after a victory a portion of the booty was offered at his shrine. The function of this bias given to the Khmer religion, under the leadership of jayavarman, and which was indeed an almost inevitable development once deeply ingrained Khmer feelings could again make themselves felt, is fairly obvious: It brought the kingship, Indianized to all appearances, into close relationship with the old Khmer ideals of duty to http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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family and State; and it stressed the contractual bond with the deity that the ruler was bound to maintain. When this constitution had been consolidated, it would mean that in occupant of the throne, brought up in this tradition, would be fully alive to his responsibilities to deity and ancestors whose essence he incorporated. And this would mean ruling in consonance with the sacred law, the welfare of the State being his constant aim. Of course no constitution could altogether guard against the possibility that there might be rival claimants to the throne, who might strain the ministers' elective powers to the breaking point. There might on occasion be outright usurpation. But at least it decreased the likelihood that an aspirant would be accepted who could not make a good claim to the succession. Moreover, once installed, he would be likely to feel himself obliged to act in accordance with a now well-established sense of duty. The people as a whole could be expected to respond loyally to the support of a system that to them seemed so unquestionably to accord with the divinely appointed order. Jayavarman was able to devote the greater part of his reign to the peaceful reorganization of his realm, and he was served by good ministers who enjoyed his confidence. We know this because their descendants continued in the service of later rulers, and these descendants refer in inscriptions to the titles their forefathers received from Jayavarman. The temples he built, including the first pyramid-shrine, were relatively small. They generally continued to be built of brick, although a fine sandstone, which would be to Angkor what marble was to imperial Rome, was coming into use in a subsidiary role. All this peaceful development, the firm laying of the foundations of imperial rule, which included the resstoration of the State's territory to what it had been in the best days of Chen-la, required time. Jayavarman was fortunate enough to have it, for he enjoyed a reign of forty-eight years: he died in A.D. 850 at the age of about eighty. He himself refrained from inscriptions boasting of his achievements, but the opinion of posterity is preserved for us in an inscription of a successor. This says: "He seated himself on the lions which ornament his throne; he imposed his commands over kings; he established his residence on Mount Mahendra, and with all he had within him no pride." Truly a new era for the Khmers had begun. Turning now to Rome, it will not be necessary to concern ourselves with the struggle for power that followed the death of Julius Caesar. Nor, though the outcome was so important, need we consider the wars of his adopted son Octavian (the later Augustus) with Antony and Cleopatra, culminating in the victory at Actium (31 B.C.), which was mainly the achievement of the gifted general Agrippa. On his return to Italy in 29 Augustus was greeted, not so much as the winner of a civil war, but as one who brought peace and unity to the Republic and people. It goes without saying that much of his attention had at first to be given to reorganizing the provincial administration, and this occupied him from 27 to 19 B.c. Then he had to give up much of his time for three years to badly needed domestic reform in Rome. In all this he enjoyed the unfailing help of his trusted ministers Maecenas and Agrippa. We need not go into details, because though these differed and were on a far larger scale, it was an undertaking which had to claim the first attention of Jayavarman; indeed of any ruler who proposed to establish law and order in domains that he was called upon to rescue from chaos and impoverishment. It would require talents of a different order to establish a lasting constitution that would be acceptable by future generations. It was not enough merely to choose the path of Julius, rather than of Sulla. What he decided must be strong but legitimate, and in harmony with the old institutions. Springing from a family of the municipal aristocracy, he had far more in http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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common with the ordinary Italian than had Julius, a patrician descended from the gods. So he had his finger on the public pulse and its rhythm was his. Augustus' simple way of life, belief in respectability, genuine respect for the old beliefs, coupled with the ideal of a united Italy, won him immediate and widespread support. Aided by wisely chosen ministers, his natural astuteness and caution enabled him to chart his future course with sureness. This may be said without attributing too much to his personal ability and judgment. For I do not doubt that, at this juncture, "something like the Augustan restoration would have been undertaken by any responsible Roman if he had had absolute power; it would have seemed to him an integral part of any bringing back of public order".' In 2.7 B.c. Augustus surrendered his supreme powers, returning the Republic to Senate and people, only to be immediately given back all that was essential to his supreme control. He accepted the title "princeps", which had previous republican sanction, to avoid anything that smacked of king or dictator. Four years later his powers were still further extended, and by general will and consent he became "master of all things". For forty years he was to preside over the administration he had set up. In approaching now what I take to be the most crucial development in Roman history, 1 cannot do better than quote the interpetration of a great authority on Roman religion: "The religious revival of Augustus is a part, and a necessary part, of his whole political scheme. He had learnt from the experience of his predecessors in political power that reform on political lines only was quite insufficient and without any element of stability, because it did not appeal to any deeply tooted feeling in the popular mind. The Roman people were tired of political quarrels, of constitutional changes, of endless party legislation, of civil wars; Augustus gradually came to understand that the only healing medicine he could prescribe for the State was not so much of a political as of a moral and religious nature. Real political convictions had long been evanescent; but there still remained the inherited conviction, especially among the masses, of the power of the gods to give or withhold prosperity, and it was this conviction that Augustus determined to use as his chief political lever. This will be appreciated by anyone who will take the trouble to read and meditate upon the famous hymn which Horace wrote; at the request and doubtless almost at the dictation of Augustus, for the celebration of the Secular Games in 17 B.C.; there the ideas of religion, morality, and fertility are deftly woven together, and seem to express exactly this remedial policy of the Princeps. Whether Augustus himself shared those convictions on which he determined to work it is impossible to say. But, inasmuch as a man's religious beliefs are largely the result of his own experience and that of the society in which he lives, it would not be unreasonable to guess that in his religious revival he was expressing, naturally a popular conviction in which he shared, rather than standing entirely apart and administering a remedy which he thought of as mechanical and not organic in its operation. And this view is confirmed by the tone and spirit of the great literary works which he stimulated or inspired."' Such a work is above all the Aeneid of Virgil, of which the same authority says: "It is an emphatic appeal to the Roman to put away from him individual passion and selfishness, and to respond to the call of Fate.... Whoever contemplates closely the work of Augustus in combination with Virgil's poem will find the same essential elements in each of them: an appeal to the past as the only safe basis of reconstruction, and a confident hope for the future on new lines of progress and civilization. In the poem, too, is to be found the conviction that the man who was thus reviving the past and at the same time securing the future was not only divi filius, but in fact himself divine. 112 Here it may be added that the Aeneid, in connecting the Roman revival with the heroic times of Greece and Troy, is
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closely paralleled in many a Khmer inscription in which the ruler's princely qualities are described in terms reminiscent of the heroes of the Indian epics. The truly classical presentation of the Aeneid well illustrates the fact that Greek forms could no more be discarded by Augustus than Indian ones could have been by Jayavarman. Deity sculpture remained virtually Greek, and the orders of Greek architecture were indispensable. Since it was Apollo that Augustus belie, had helped him at Actium, it was to this really Greek deity that he erected a fine temple on the Palatine in 28 B.C. In his Secular Games Of 17 B.C., designed to emphasize the rebirth of vegetation in spring (and of the Roman State), Augustus even replaced the sombre old Roman fertility deities by the Greek Moerae, the Greek birthdeities (Ilythyiae) and Mother Earth. Again, it would be surprising if Augustus, in the fostering of his close relationship to the State deities of which we are going to speak, was not in some measure influenced by Greek mystical concepts of union with the deity. This he could well have adapted to the aim of identifying himself and his family with the interests of the State. Although it was not until I 2 B.C. that Augustus became Pontifex Maximus, having waited patiently for the great priestly office to fall vacant, he had long been active in the restoration of old and almost forgotten cults. Shortly after the year 12 he built an additional temple of Vesta on the Palatine hill, connected with his imperial palace there. This was indeed a significant step, for it meant the bringing of the time-honoured heart and life of the State into conjunction with the hearth and home of the princeps. It was not until 2 B.C. that the great temple of Mars Ultor, on the Forum Augusti, was dedicated, this representing the culmination of Augustus' ideas - or of the ideas to which it was his lot to give formal expression. In this temple were set up the statues of Mars, the foundation-deity of the city, and Venus, the supposed ancestress of the Julian family. Mars, originally a god of agriculture and secondarily of war, had retained more of his Roman characteristics than was usual; but Venus had long been Hellenized as Aphrodite. Now Mars and Venus stood together, at the head of a great new development in a religion that was to be truly Roman in spirit, moulded as it was by ideas deep-rooted in ancient tradition. Do we not recognize something very closely akin to the union of the local Siva with the First Ancestor of the Khmers? True they were not represented as one deity, but the closeness of the association is emphasized by the fact that the Mars worshipped was in his particular aspect of Ultor, i.e. avenger of the murder of Julius. It is known from the foundation charter of this temple that it was intended that the great Jupiter (Zeus Pater) of the Capitol should be thrown somewhat into the shade, just as Jayavarman undoubtedly gave very little thought to the propitiation of the Supreme Siva of the Universe. In future it was not at the Capitol, but at this new Roman temple of the Royal God, if the term may be applied, that a victorious general was to deposit his insignia after his triumph, and members of the royal family were to offer sacrifice after assuming the toga virilis. The next step was not too difficult to take; that it would not be outright deification of Augustus is to be expected, because despite an early cult of the dead, the Romans lacked the shading off of distinction between men and gods characteristic of Greece and also found in the East. Yet no sooner thin Julius had been deified, Augustus became known as divi filius, a hitherto unheard of title for a Roman. However, as was the case in ancient Mesopotamia, this may have been nothing more than a figurative expression indicating his attachment to a particular deity, for Augustus himself had no desire for deification. From 30 B.c., by senatorial decree, libations to the Genius of Augustus were poured at all banquets. It was probably about I 2 B.C. that the Genius of Augustus was incorporated in official oaths between Jupiter Optimus Maximus and the Di Penates; and afterwards an http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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image of the same Genius was worshipped with the Lares publici in the public shrines. Sacrifices were made to the Genius of the living emperor at an altar in the temple of Mars Ultor, and this practice was probably instituted at the foundation of that temple. The use of the capital G will, I hope, be sufficient to distinguish the Roman Genius from my technical term local genius. The Genius of Augustus was the life spirit, not of himself, but of his family, and its worship was based on the simple precedent that the Genius of the ordinary pateramilias received worship on his birthday. At the same time we must bear in mind that the Julian family was no ordinary family; it was descended from a goddess, and Julius had been deified. Furthermore the Genius of something very much greater than the family, namely that of the larger family the Roman People, and also that of the State, had been familiar since early times. The Genius of Augustus worshipped with the Lares in the public shrines at the cross-roads was akin to the old phallic deity Liber Pater of the crossroads. The source of the fertility of the Empire is symbolized by the cornucopia held by the statue of the Genius Augusti in the Vatican Museum. It seems to me difficult to escape the conclusion that the Genius manifesting in Augustus, or in an image of him, during his lifetime is very much the same concept as that of the Khmer Devarja manifesting in the Khmer ruler or his statue (or linga) From the practical point of view, and that is what counted in the history of both civilizations, the new turn to political religion given by both imperial founders was to assure that the will of the individual ruler should be subordinated to the good of the State. This made it ever more possible for the State to achieve its destiny, guided by the increasing power of local genius to guide its evolution. Of course there would be a difference of emphasis placed on the degree of divinity manifested in the ruler, greater no doubt with the Khmers where ancestor worship had always been a bigger factor in religion. In the same way, the interpretation of educated persons and sceptics naturally differed much from that of the masses in Rome, still more so among the provincials. So it is no doubt true to say of the princeps that "from the constitutional point of view he stood between the mass of citizens and the gods, on the godward side but without any loss of his humanity or of his ultimate responsibility before the bar of public opinion".' But if in Rome and Italy it was necessary to keep a clear distinction between the principate and old ideas of monarchy, in the provinces there was certainly no reason to discourage traditional ideas of divine kingship as applied to the emperor. SO in 29 B.C. permission was given to the Romans in Asia and Bithynia to dedicate temples to Roma and Divus Julius, and to the Greeks at Pergamum to do the same for Roma and Augustus. Similarly in 17 B.C. at Lugdunum sixty tribes from the three Gauls built an altar to Roma and Augustus. Later, civic cults of similar type became widespread throughout the Empire. It is naturally of great interest to consider what happened on the death of Augustus, for the death of the founder involved a further step in the development of the royal religion in Rome as at Angkor. There was then in fact definite deification, as there had been with Julius, the Senate decreeing On 17th September, A.D. 14, that the Divus Augustus should take his place among the State deities. And now a golden image representing Augustus was set up in the temple of Mars Ultor. It remained there until in A.D. 37 a special templum divi Augusti was consecrated, thus providing a parallel to the Khmer custom whereby, as a general rule, each ruler had his own pyramid-shrine and effigy. In future worship was to be accorded to his cult image, for which a special priesthood was instituted, the Sodales Augustales. We are reminded of the special priesthood appointed for the cult of the Devaraja under Sivakaivalya and his descendants.
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Of particular interest for the appreciation of this apotheosis is a relief in the Algiers Museum on which are carved the figures of Venus Genetrix, Mars Ultor, and a young prince of the Julian line. Side by side they stand, not depicted as united in one being, otherwise there would seem to be little difference in the concept of this trinity and the "substitute body" - not merely memorial - which jayavarman left in the pyramid-shrine he had built during his lifetime. And both were intended to assure continuity. Augustus already had the future firmly in mind when he set up that wonderful monument the Ara Pacis, to commemorate the peace he had brought. Redolent with the theme of fertility as the monument is, the greatest emphasis is placed on the scene in which Augustus looks towards a procession of his family, with children and grandchildren who are to maintain the contract between people and State deities. I have already mentioned that with the Khmers it became the custom for the ruler to couple his name with that of the dynastic founder, eloquent of the same intent to maintain the contractual bond. The lines on which Roman art was to develop under Augustus had already been formulated under the Republic, but portraiture greatly benefited from the desire to purify the effigy of the princeps from the angularity and harshness that were marked defects of Republican work. In architecture, there was justice in Augustus' claim that he had found Rome of brick and left it of marble. Nevertheless he suffered from the same limitation that must have borne heavily on Jayavarman in building his new capitals: the desire not to place an intolerable burden on a people impoverished by wars. Where the main work of restoration and rebuilding was to be devoted to temples, essential as both imperial founders saw them to be to the welfare of the State, secular improvements could naturally receive less attention. This would be a greater handicap in a northern climate. Augustus had no programme of rehousing or civic planning, and the people of Rome had to make do with overcrowded tenements standing among a network of narrow crowded alleys. Warde Fowler made it clear that Augustus in his politico-religious revival was "reflecting and expressing a strong popular feeling" instead of, as had often previously been thought, perpetrating a gigantic piece of deception. Spengler unfortunately fostered this false view when he spoke of dead antique forms being merely used by Augustus to mark the importance of the personal power he wielded. So he made no distinction between Augustus and Julius, and for him they were both examples of "Caesarism". In fact the different sequel to the reign of Augustus from that which followed a I ius leaves no room for doubt. That the constitutions founded by Augustus and Jayavarman succumbed in the end to inevitable decay, should not blind us to the fact that for centuries they provided a powerful unifying force and a wonderful sense of harmony between man and the divine. In each case the system rested on the approval of the vast majority of the people. It often happens that our understanding of the processes of culture change can be aided when we have the opportunity to watch them in progress. That is my reason for drawing attention here to the case of presentday India, whose remarkable, if not yet certainly successful, effort provides an almost perfect parallel to the historical examples we have been examining. That the material for such comparison is available in readily accessible form, I owe to the late Sardar Panikkar's study of developments in his country. He certainly showed his full awareness of the active role of local genius when he spoke of India, "accepting many of the ideals of European civilization and modifying them in terms of India's own traditions".' But what is of particticular value to us is the latter part of his second chapter in which he tells us about "a new message in an old scripture". In doing so he reveals to us the practical working of a dynamic force in the reshaping of India's civilization: it is exactly comparable to what we have seen, albeit more vaguely, at work in the hands of Augustus and jayavarman. http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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In view of what I have said in the last chapter about the selfish aims of Tantrism, now with popular Hinduism in general mostly degenerated into rank superstitition and ritualism, it may come as a surprise that a message helpful to a modernizing State should be found in a Hindu scripture. And that first impression is liable to be reinforced by the recollection that thoughtful Hindus had long taken refuge in the contemplative unwordly philosophy of the Vedanta. In fact the needed message of revivification, and a stimulus to action, were to be found in the Bhagavad Gita. Overlooked in favour of doctrines advocating renunciation and self-salvation, it had nevertheless been regarded as one of the most sacred of Hindu scriptures since the sixth century A.D. "But it is not in that sense that it emerged as the scripture of modern India but as a text providing a new ethical, history". But then Warde Fowler was equally of the ?pinion that Augustus' achievement was "almost unique in religious history". It seems to me that both statements serve the useful purpose of emphasizing the need for comparative studies. Modern China would equally be a case in point: suffice here to say that The Times (29th May, 1963), in reviewing a new translation of Sun Tzu's fourth-centuty B.c. Art of War, commented on the "obvious influence Sun Tzu has had on Mao Tse-tung's strategic thinking. It is one of the many sources of selfconfidence he had behind him". We should be blind indeed if we did not recognize that the process we have been discussing is certain to be one of which we shall have to take notice in the future. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the emergent nations of Asia and Africa are not going to be content to become politically and culturally satellites of the West, from which they have undoubtedly learnt much of value during their period of dependence. Many have already indicated that it is to their time-honoured traditions that they are looking for the strength which will help them to shape their future destinies. While frequently conscious of their debt to the West and in all cases obliged to adopt much of the superstructure of Western civilization to survive in the modern world, each will tend to mould this more and more in accordance with the tendencies of his own local genius. Not to take account of this would obviously lead to grave misunderstandings in our future relations with these new nations. Following the death of Augustus we get a period of eighty-four years (14-98 A.D.), and following the death of jayavarman II a corresponding period of one hundred and fifty-two years (850-1002 A.D.), i.e. nearly twice as long, during which the history of the Roman and Khmer civilizations carried on as closely as possible on the lines established by the imperial founders. This is quite in accordance with what we know of cultural development in general. After the acceptance of a new cultural pattern, or the partial revival of an old one, there is a widely felt desire to consolidate what has been gained. In accordance with our treatment of history, there will be no need to mention individually the Julio Claudian emperors: their personal characters and ability may have shown considerable variation, but all in all they played their part in this consolidation process. We shall have to be rather more explicit in regard to an interesting period of strain which threatened each of our two imperial constitutions at a certain period, and which in each case was brought about by disputed succession. This was precisely the danger that the Roman and Khmer founders had both foreseen, as the storm which their systems must be strong enough to weather, if and when it occurred. The excesses of Nero, which disgraced the family of Augustus, of which he was the last member, led to his suicide in A.D. 68. While there was no opposition to the principate as such, this event was followed by the feared civil war of succession. The final survivor of http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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